Project Update Summer 2013

GPR Building Projects

AGS ELECTRICAL PANEL PP7 REPLACEMENT
Progress – Project approved
Weeks of Aug 12 -23 – Bid document preparation

AGS 217 LAB REMODEL
Progress – Countertops, utilities, technology installations complete
Weeks of Aug 12 -23 – Installation of vinyl base

AGS 417 LAB REMODEL
Progress – Lab casework and countertops
Week of Aug 12 -23 – Installation of vinyl base, ductwork for fume hood

CSH RESTROOM PARTITIONS
Progress – Demo complete
Week of Aug 12 -23 – New partitions complete by 8/14

DAVEE LIBRARY PARTIAL ROOF REPLACEMENT
Progress – Repair complete
Week of Aug 12 -23 – Complete work by 8/23

FALCON PROMISE
AGS 337, KFA 352, CSH 177 (CSH 152 moved to J-Term)
Progress – Rooms complete
Week of Aug 12 -23 – Minor technology work to finish, furniture has arrived

HAGESTAD ACTIVE LEARNING CLASSROOM
Progress – Demo work underway
Week of Aug 12 -23 – Floor removal

RDI SOLAR PV PANELS INSTALLATION
Progress – Tracker foundation installed
Week of Aug 12 -23 – Roof racking installation and landscaping

UC RESTROOM REMODEL
Progress – Installation almost complete
Week of Aug 12 -23 – Final backsplash installation on 8/19
Res Hall Projects

HATHORN ELEVATOR LOBBY (Ground & 1st)
Progress – COMPLETE

HATHORN ELEVATOR REBUILD
Progress – Rebuild complete
Week of Aug 12 -23 – Punch list

JOHNSON BATHROOM & BASEMENT REMODEL
Progress – Complete punch list
Week of Aug 12 -23 – Restore site

JOHNSON HEATING SYSTEM REPLACEMENT
Progress – Commissioning complete
Week of Aug 12 -23 – Finish punch list training

JOHNSON FLOOR TILE ABATEMENT & REPLACEMENT
Progress – Apartment & lobby done
Week of Aug 12 -23 – Contractor waiting on material to finish basement

Exterior/Misc. Projects

EAST END (PARKER/Crabtree) LANDSCAPE PROJECT
Progress – Landscaping finished at George R. Field South Fork Suites, volleyball court done, concrete work finished
Week of Aug 12 -23 – Start on landscaping at Parker/Crabtree

EAST FRONTAGE ROAD
Progress – Notice to proceed received
Week of Aug 12 -23 – Pre-construction meeting scheduled

F LOT CONVERSION TO PAY LOT
Progress – Shelters have been delivered, sidewalk demolished
Week of Aug 12 -23 – Installation of conduit

FARM 2 DUST MITIGATION & ELECTRICAL
Progress – Contracts awarded, pre-construction meeting complete
Week of Aug 12 -23 – Start construction in September

FIRE ALARM UPGRADE
Progress – Pruchas complete
Week of Aug 12 -23 – Final Fire Alarm testing August 20-22nd

GREENHOUSE STEAM LINE REPLACEMENT
Progress – Pipes are installed
Week of Aug 12 -23 – Backfill
MANN VALLEY TRANSMITTER BACKUP GENERATOR
Progress – Electric service board installed
Week of Aug 12-23 – Underground conduit installation

ROADS & WALKS PROJECT
Progress – Crack sealing, hot patching and asphalt work complete
Week of Aug 12-23 – Installing concrete

TENNIS COURT RESURFACING
Progress – COMPLETE

TEXTBOOK SERVICES
Progress –
Week of Aug 12-23 – Carpet in progress